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Abstract. When dealing with real systems, it is unrealistic to sup-
pose that observations can be totally ordered according to their emis-
sion dates. The partially ordered observations and the system are thus
both represented as finite-state machines (or automata) and the diagno-
sis formally defined as the synchronized composition of the model with
the observations. The problem we deal with in this paper is that, taking
into account partially ordered observations rather than sequential ones,
it becomes difficult to consider the observations one after the other and
to incrementally compute the global diagnosis.
In this paper, we rely on a slicing of the observation automata and pro-
pose to compute diagnosis slices (for each observation slice) before com-
bining them to get the global diagnosis. In order to reach this objective,
we introduce the concept of automata chain and define the computation
of the diagnosis using this chain, first in a modular way and then, more
efficiently, in an incremental way. These results are then extended to the
case where observations are sliced according to temporal windows. This
study is done in an off-line context. It is a first and necessary step before
considering the on-line context which is discussed in the conclusion.
1 Introduction
It is established that diagnosing dynamical systems, represented as discrete-event
systems [1] amounts to finding what happened to the system from existing obser-
vations [2,3,4,5,6]. In this context, the diagnostic task consists in determining the
trajectories (a sequence of states and events) compatible with the observations.
When dealing with real systems, it is unrealistic to suppose that observations can
be totally ordered according to their emission dates. The partially ordered ob-
servations and the system are thus both represented as finite-state machines (or
automata) and the diagnosis formally defined as the synchronized composition
of the model with the observations.
A problem that can be encountered is the size of the observation automaton,
due to the temporal uncertainties on the observations or/and the duration of
the observation recording. For instance, we may want to compute an a posteriori
diagnosis from log files of observations during a few days period, as in the domain
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of telecommunication networks. It becomes difficult to consider the observations
one after the other and to incrementally compute the global diagnosis. In this
article, we propose a way to avoid this global computation by considering an
automata slicing for the observations and building the diagnosis incrementally on
successive slices of observations. The problem of building the sliced observation
automata is not considered in this paper where we consider it as given.
After a brief reminder of the definitions about automata (section 2), we in-
troduce, in section 3, the concept of automata chain, to represent an automaton
by a sequence of automata slices. We provide the properties such an automata
chain has to satisfy to be a correct slicing and define a reconstruction operation
to get the global automaton back. Then, we demonstrate, provided the obser-
vations are correctly sliced, that the diagnosis can be correctly (section 4) and
incrementally (section 5) computed from the observation slices. In section 6,
these results are extended to the case where observations are sliced according
to time, i.e according to temporal windows. We here focus on the off-line diag-
nosis context; the extension to the on-line diagnosis context is discussed in the
conclusion.
2 Preliminaries: Automata and Trajectories
In this paper, we are more particularly interested in diagnosing reactive systems.
Reactive systems are event-driven since their behaviour evolves with the occur-
rence of events and can cause by propagation a succession of state changes [2].
In this approach, the behavioural model of the system is represented by finite
state machines. This section thus recalls some basic notions about automata and
trajectories.
Definition 1 (Automaton). An automaton A is a tuple (Q, E, T, I, F ) where:
– Q is the finite set of states;
– E is the finite set of events;
– T ⊆ (Q × 2E × Q) is the finite set of transitions; a transition t is a tuple
(q, l, q′) such that t connects q to q′ on the label l, with l ∈ 2E \ {∅} a
non-empty subset of events;
– I is the finite set of initial states (I ⊆ Q); and
– F is the finite set of final states (F ⊆ Q).
Labels over transitions should not be empty. We consider that ∀q ∈ Q, the
transition (q, ∅, q) is a transition of T .
A path between the states q0 and qm of an automaton A = (Q, E, T, I, F ) is
the couple ((q0, . . . , qm),(l1, . . . , lm)), where (q0, . . . , qm) is the finite sequence of
states and (l1, . . . , lm) the sequence of labels, such that:
– ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , m}, qi ∈ Q, and
– ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, ti = (qi−1, li, qi) ∈ T .
A trajectory denoted traj of an automaton A is a path ((q0, . . . , qm),(l1, . . . , lm)),
where q0 ∈ I and qm ∈ F .
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Two automata A and A′ are equal (A = A′) if their trajectory sets are
equal. We call simplified automaton of A the automaton A′ = A where all the
states and transitions that do not appear in at least one trajectory have been
removed. In the following, when computing new automata, only simplified ones
are considered.
Definition 2 (Synchronization of labels). Given l1 a label from E1 and l2
a label from E2, l1 and l2 are said to be synchronized iff l1 ∩ (E1 ∩ E2) =
l2 ∩ (E1 ∩ E2). The synchronization l, denoted Θ(l1, l2), is the label l1 ∪ l2 on
the set of events E1 ∪ E2.
Two labels can be synchronized if the synchronization events (E1 ∩ E2) are
common to both labels. Note that l1 = l ∩ E1 and l2 = l ∩ E2.
Definition 3 (Synchronization of automata). Let A1 = (Q1, E1, T1, I1, F1)
and A2 = (Q2, E2, T2, I2, F2) be two automata. The synchronization of A1 and
A2, denoted A1 ⊗ A2, is the automaton A = (Q, E, T, I, F ) such that:
– Q = Q1 × Q2,
– E = E1 ∪ E2,
– T = {((q1, q2), l, (q′1, q′2)) | (q1, l ∩ E1, q′1) ∈ T1 ∧ (q2, l ∩ E2, q′2) ∈ T2},
– I = I1 × I2, and
– F = F1 × F2.
The synchronization consists in trigerring simultaneously the two transitions
having the same synchronization labels in both automata.
3 Automata Chain
In this section we introduce the concept of automata chain whose goal is to
represent an automaton into pieces. The correct slicing of an automaton is de-
fined as well as the automaton reconstruction which is the automaton obtained
after the reconstruction of an automata chain. A new synchronization operation,
performed on automata chains, is then presented.
Definition 4 (Automata chain). A sequence of automata (A1, . . . , An) with
Ai = (Qi, Ei, T i, Ii, F i) is called automata chain, and denoted EA, if:
– ∀i, j, Ei = Ej,
– ∀i, j, j > i,∀q, q ∈ Qi ∩ Qj ⇒ q ∈ F i ∧ q ∈ Ii+1, and
– ∀i, j, ∀q, q′, if {q, q′} ⊆ Qi ∩ Qj then ∀p, path of Ai between q and q′, p is
also a path of Aj.
In the following, the superscript i refers to the ith automaton of the chain. An
automata chain is given Figure 1. To simplify, the labels over the transitions are
not represented. By definition, a state must not appear in two different automata
of the chain except if it belongs to the boundaries of two successive automata,
i.e the state is a final state of the former and an initial state of the later. The
last item of the previous definition requires similar path between the states on
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Fig. 1. Chain of three automata
the boundary of two consecutive automata (see for example the states 4 and
5 for the second and third automata of the chain). The third condition of the
definition is necessary to obtain the Property 1 (defined later, see the proof in
annex).
Definition 5 (Trajectory reconstruction). Let traji = ((qi0, . . . , q
i
mi),
(li1, . . . , limi)) be n trajectories such that ∀i, qimi = qi+10 . Then the tra-
jectory traj resulting from the reconstruction of the n trajectories traji,
is defined by: traj = ((q10 , . . . , q
1
m1, q
2
1 , . . . , q
2
m2 , . . . , q
n
1 , . . . , q
n
mn),
(l11 , . . . , l1m1, l21 , . . . , l2m2 , . . . , ln1 , . . . , lnmn)).
Definition 6 (Automata chain trajectory). Let EA be an automata chain
(A1, . . . , An). A trajectory of EA is any trajectory obtained by the reconstruction
of any n trajectories traji from each of the n automata Ai.
An example of trajectory on the automata chain presented Figure 1 is
((1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 5, 4, 5, 6), l) where l is the sequence of labels of the transitions.
Definition 7 (Correct slicing). Let A be an automaton and EA =
(A1, . . . , An) be an automata chain. EA is a correct slicing of A iff the set of
trajectories of EA is equal to the set of trajectories of A. We denote Sli(A) a
correct slicing of A into an automata chain EA such that EA = Sli(A).
The chain in Figure 1 is a correct slicing of the automaton of Figure 2.
The reconstruction operation builds an automaton (see Figure 2) from the
sequence of automata of an automata chain (see Figure 1). In a first step, all the
states and transitions are kept, the initial states being the initial states of the
1
2
4
5
6
3
Fig. 2. The automata chain EA presented in Figure 1 is one of the correct slicings of
this automaton. It can be obtained (see Property 1) by reconstruction of EA.
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first automaton (state 1) and the final states being the final states of the last
one (states 4 and 6). In a second step, the states which are not reachable from
these new initial states (as states 8, 9) or not leading to a final state (as state
7) are deleted as well as the transitions from or to these deleted states.
Definition 8 (Automaton reconstruction). Let EA = (A1, . . . , An) be an
automata chain with Ai = (Qi, Ei, T i, Ii, F i). We call reconstruction of the
chain EA, the simplified automaton obtained from AR = (QR, ER, TR, IR, FR)
defined as follows:
– QR = Q1 ∪ . . . ∪ Qn,
– ER = E1 = . . . = En,
– TR = T 1 ∪ . . . ∪ T n,
– IR = I1, and
– FR = Fn.
Property 1. Let A be an automaton and EA an automata chain. If EA is a
correct slicing of A, then A is obtained by the reconstruction of EA.
Proof: The proof is given in Annex.
The reconstruction of EA is denoted Sli−1(EA). If EA is a slicing of A, then
A = Sli−1(EA) (Property 1). We now see how the size of the automata chain
can be reduced by refinement without loss of information.
Definition 9 (I-refined (F-refined) automata chain). An automata chain
EA = (A1, . . . , An) with Ai = (Qi, Ei, T i, Ii, F i) is called I-refined (resp. F-
refined) iff ∀i, Ii+1 ⊆ F i (resp. F i ⊆ Ii+1).
Definition 10 (I-Refinement). Let EA = (A1, . . . , An) be an automata chain
with Ai = (Qi, Ei, T i, Ii, F i). We call I-refinement of EA a sequence EA′ =
(A′1, . . . , A′n) such that ∃q, ∃i > 1, q ∈ Ii ∧ q /∈ F i−1 with:
– ∀j = i, A′j = Aj,
– A′i is the simplified automaton from (Qi, Ei, T i, Ii \ {q}, F i).
F-refinement can be defined in an analog way as I-refinement. We use the
generic term of refinement to either I-refinement or F-refinement.
Property 2. Let EA be an automata chain. The sequence of automata EA′ ob-
tained by refinement of EA is a chain. Moreover, the refinement operation on
automata chain preserves the equality of the reconstructed automata.
Proof. It is obvious that the trajectories of EA′ are trajectories of EA. Let traj
be a trajectory of EA. Then, there exists traj1, . . . , trajn, trajectories such that
traji = ((qi0, . . . , qimi), (l
i
1, . . . , l
i
mi)) and q
i
mi = q
i+1
0 . ∀i, qi0 is a state of F i−1 and
so, this state cannot be removed by I-refinement. ∀i, qimi is a state of Ii+1 and so,
this state cannot be removed by F-refinement. Then, traj is a trajectory of EA′ .
A refinement enables us to get a smaller equivalent automata chain. The
I-refined automata chain obtained by successive I-refinements of the automata
chain Figure 1 is presented Figure 3. The refinement operation is specially useful
in the incremental synchronization (presented later, Section 5).
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Fig. 3. I-refined automata chain (Ii+1 ⊆ F i)
Our interest is now the synchronization of an automata chain with an
automaton.
Definition 11 (Prefix(suffix)-closed automaton). Let A = (Q, E, T, I, F )
be an automaton. We call prefix-closed (resp. suffix-closed) automaton of A,
denoted A+ (resp. A−), the automaton A whose all states are final: F+ = Q
(resp. initial: I− = Q).
We denote A#, the automaton which is both prefix-closed and suffix-closed
(A# = A+
−
= A−
+
).
Definition 12 (Automata chain synchronization). We call synchroniza-
tion of an automata chain EA = (A1, . . . , An) with an automaton M the se-
quence denoted EA ⊗ M defined by: EA ⊗ M = (A1 ⊗M+, A2 ⊗ M#, . . . , An−1 ⊗
M#, An ⊗ M−).
When the state q of Ii (i = 1) is reached, the current state of M is not
necessarly an initial state of M . Thus, the synchronization uses the suffix-closure
of the automaton M . For the same reason, the prefix-closure of M is used.
Property 3. Let EA be an automata chain and M an automaton, then EA ⊗M
is an automata chain.
Proof. We denote EA = (A1, . . . , An) with Ai = (Qi, Ei, T i, Ii, F i). Let
M = (QM , EM , TM , IM , FM ). We note EA ⊗ M = (A1⊗, . . . , An⊗) with Ai⊗ =
(Qi⊗, E
i
⊗, T
i
⊗, I
i
⊗, F
i
⊗).
– ∀i, j, Ei⊗ = E
j
⊗ = E ∪ EM ,
– ∀i, j, j > i,∀(q, qM ), (q, qM ) ∈ Qi⊗ ∩ Q
j
⊗
• q ∈ F i ⇒ (q, qM ) ∈ F i⊗,
• Either j = i+1, and then (q, qM ) ∈ Qi+1⊗ ((q, qM ) has not been removed
by the simplification). q ∈ Ii+1 ⇒ (q, qM ) ∈ Ii+1M . Or j > i + 1 and then
q ∈ Ii+1 ∩F i+1 and (q, qM ) ∈ Ii+1M ∩F i+1M , and so, (q, qM ) is not removed
by the simplification of the automaton.
– ∀i, j, ∀{(q0, qM0), (qm, qMm)} ⊆ Qi⊗ ∩ Q
j
⊗. Let p be a path
on Ai⊗ so that p = (((q0, qM0), . . . , (qm, qMm))(l1, . . . , lm)). Then,
((qM0, . . . , qMm), (l1 ∩ EM , . . . , lm ∩ EM )) is a path on M , and
((q0, . . . , qm),(l1 ∩ E, . . . ,lm ∩ E)) is a path on Ai and so on Aj (since
{q0, qm} ⊆ Qi ∩ Qj). Thus, p is a path on Aj⊗.
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Property 4. Let EA be an automata chain and M = (QM , EM , TM , IM , FM )
then EA ⊗ M is a correct slicing of Sli−1(EA) ⊗ M .
Proof. We use the same notation as in the previous proof. Let traj⊗ =
((q0, . . . , qm), (l1, . . . , lm)), a trajectory of Sli−1(EA) ⊗ M so that qi = (qAi , qMi )
and li = Θ(lAi , l
M
i ,). Then traj = ((q
A
0 , . . . , q
A
m), (l
A
1 , . . . , l
A
m)) (resp. traj
M =
((qM0 , . . . , qMm ), (lM1 , . . . , lMm ))) is a trajectory of Sli
−1(EA) (resp. M). Then, ∃f
so that trajj = ((qAf(j), . . . , q
A
f(j+1)), (l
A
f(j)+1, . . . , l
A
f(j+1))) is a trajectory of A
j
with traj is the reconstruction of the n trajectories trajj . Then, trajj⊗ =
((qf(j), . . . , qf(j+1)), (lf(j)+1, . . . , lf(j+1))) is a trajectory of Aj ⊗ M# (A1 ⊗ M+
for j = 1, An ⊗ M− for j = n), and traj⊗ is a trajectory of EA ⊗ M .
In the same way, we can prove that any trajectory of Sli−1(EA ⊗ M) is a
trajectory of Sli−1(EA)⊗M . Then, EA ⊗M is a correct slicing of Sli−1(EA)⊗M .
4 Diagnosis by Slices
This section proposes to use the formalism of automata chains to represent
the observations and to compute, given Property 4, the system diagnosis. The
section 5 then presents how to compute the diagnosis incrementally.
Let us first recall the definitions used in the domain of discrete-event systems
diagnosis where the system is traditionally modelled by an automaton.
Definition 13 (Model). The model of the system, denoted Mod, is an au-
tomaton (QMod , EMod , TMod , IMod , FMod). IMod is the set of possible states at
t0. All the states of the system may be final, thus FMod = QMod . The set of
observable events of the system is denoted EModObs ⊆ EMod .
The model of the system describes its behaviour and the trajectories of Mod
represent the evolutions of the system. Let us remark that we do not have any
information on the final states of Mod , and so Mod+ = Mod and Mod# = Mod−.
Let us turn to observations and diagnosis definitions. We consider that the
observable events are observed by sensors and sent via communication channels
to an unique supervisor. Therefore, the observations are subject to uncertainties:
the clocks of the sensors are not synchronized (see for instance [7]), the transfer
policy and duration are variable or partially unknown, some observations may
even be lost, etc. Generally, we don’t know the total order on the observations
emitted by the system. Consequently, the observations are represented by an
automaton, each trajectory of which represents a possible order of emission of
the observations.
Definition 14 (Observation automaton). The observation automaton, de-
noted Obsn, is an automaton describing the observations emitted by the system
during the period [t0, tn].
Definition 15 (Diagnosis). The diagnosis, denoted ∆n, is an automaton de-
scribing the possible trajectories on the model of the system compatible with the
observations sent by the system during the period [t0, tn].
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The diagnosis can be formally defined as resulting from the synchonization of
the automaton representing the model (Mod), and the automaton representing
the observations Obsn on the period [t0, tn]. We have:
∆n = Obsn ⊗ Mod (1)
Using Property 4, the diagnosis by slices can be computed. The idea is to
compute diagnosis slices, corresponding to observations slices. The global diag-
nosis can be reconstructed from the diagnosis automata chain that is obtained.
Definition 16 (Diagnosis by slices - Diagnosis slice). Let Mod be the sys-
tem model and Obsn the observation automaton. Let EObsn = (Obs1, . . . ,Obsn),
be a correct slicing of Obsn. The synchronization (see definition 12) of EObsn
with Mod, i.e EObsn ⊗ Mod = (Obs1 ⊗ Mod ,Obs2 ⊗ Mod#, . . . ,Obsn ⊗ Mod#)
is the diagnosis by slices of the system.
It can be denoted by the diagnosis automata chain (∆1, . . . , ∆n), where ∆i is
called the ith diagnosis slice of the system.
Using Property 4, it can be proved that the diagnosis by slices of a system,
here EObsn ⊗ Mod , correctly represents the diagnosis computed on the global
observations since the reconstruction of EObsn ⊗Mod equals the global diagnosis:
Result 1. ∆n = Sli−1(EObsn ⊗ Mod)
5 Incremental Diagnosis
In the diagnosis by slices as presented above, the ith diagnosis slice, ∆i, is
computed independently from the others, by synchronizing the ith observation
slice from the chain EObsn , Obsi, with the system model Mod#. One of the
interests of the observation slicing is to make the parallelized computation of
each diagnosis slice possible. In this section, we focus on another approach, which
elaborates an incremental diagnosis, using ∆i−1 to restrict the set of initial states
of Mod when computing ∆i 1. In this section we first present a new definition
of the synchronization for the incremental case and tackle the specific problem
of incremental diagnosis.
Definition 17 (Restriction). Let A = (Q, E, T, I, F ) be an automaton. The
automata restriction of A by the states of I ′, denoted A[I ′], is the automaton
A′ = (Q, E, T, I ∩ I ′, F ).
In the incremental synchronization the set of initial states of an automaton
of the chain is restricted by the set of final states of its predecessor.
Definition 18 (Incremental synchronization). The incremental synchro-
nization of the automata chain EA = (A1, . . . , An) with the automaton M , de-
noted EA  M is defined as (A′1, . . . , A′n) with A′i = (Q′i, E′, T ′i, I ′i, F ′i) and:
1 We could conversely use ∆i to restrict the set of final states of Mod when computing
the diagnosis ∆i−1.
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– A′1 = A1 ⊗ M+,
– ∀i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}, A′i = (Ai ⊗ M#)[F ′i−1] and
– A′n = (An ⊗ M−)[F ′n−1].
Property 5. Let EA be an automata chain and M an automaton. Then EA M
is the automata chain obtained by successive I-refinements of EA ⊗ M .
Proof. It is clear that the chain of automata EAM can be obtained by successive
I-refinements of EA ⊗ M since the definition is identical except the removal of
initial states qi of the ith automaton not in the set of final states of the (i−1)th
automaton. It is also clear that EA M is I-refined since we have ∀i, Ii ⊆ F i−1.
Property 6. Let EA be an automata chain and M = (QM , EM , TM , IM , FM )
an automaton. We have Sli−1(EA  M) = Sli−1(EA ⊗ M).
This can be proved using Property 2 and Property 5.
Given this new definition of synchronization, a formalization of incremental
diagnosis can be proposed. Provided that EObsn = (Obs1, . . . ,Obsn) is a correct
slicing of Obsn we have: ∆n = Obsn ⊗ Mod = Sli−1(EObsn  Mod).
We note ∀i, EObsi = (Obs1, . . . ,Obsi), the automata chain of the first i
observations automata. Let i < n, and E∆i = (∆1, . . . , ∆i) the automata chain
resulting from the incremental synchronization of EObsi with the system model
Mod . We can incrementally compute E∆i+1 = EObsi+1  Mod as follows:
Result 2. E∆i+1 = (∆1, . . . , ∆i, ∆i+1) with ∆i+1 = (Obsi+1⊗Mod#)[F i∆] where
F i∆ is the set of final states of ∆
i.
This result comes from the fact that Mod− = Mod# (all the states in Mod are
final states). Thus it is possible to compute the automata chain that represents
the diagnosis in an incremental way by synchronizing the one after the other
each of the automata of the observation chain.
We note Obsi the reconstruction of EObsi . Then:
Result 3. Let ∆i = Sli−1(E∆i). Then, ∆i = Obsi ⊗ Mod.
6 Temporal Windows Diagnosis
It has been proved above that, at the condition to have a correct slicing of the
observation automaton, it is possible to incrementally compute the global system
diagnosis by considering in sequence the slices of observations and computing for
each of them its diagnosis slice. In this section, we show that this result can be
instantiated to the case where the observation automaton is sliced according to
time, according to temporal windows. Firstly, we extend the definition of correct
slicing to temporally correct slicing by requiring temporal properties. Then, the
incremental computation is demonstrated as valid on temporal windows which
correctly slice the observation automaton.
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Definition 19 (Correct sequence of temporal windows). Let ti be time in-
stants and [t0, tn] be the global diagnosis temporal window. A sequence of tempo-
ral windows is correct w.r.t [t0, tn] iff it is a sequence W = (W1, . . . , Wi, . . . , Wn)
such that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Wi = [ti−1, ti].
Definition 20 (Temporally correct slicing). Let Obsn be the observation
automaton on [t0, tn]. The automata chain EObsn = (ObsW1 , . . . ,ObsWn) is a
temporally correct slicing of Obsn according to W = (W1, . . . , Wi, . . . , Wn) iff:
– the slicing is correct;
– W is a correct sequence of temporal windows w.r.t [t0, tn]; and
– for each trajectory in ObsWi , the transitions have occured during [ti−1, ti]
(i.e the observations labelling the transitions have been emitted by the system
in Wi).
Let us remark that, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the initial states of ObsWi are
possible states at ti−1 and that the final states of ObsWi are possible states at
ti. Note also that, if a final state of a temporal window can be reached by two
trajectories, it is required that both trajectories have occured during the tem-
poral window, i.e the final state is a possible state in ti whatever the trajectory
used to get it.
The results of section 4 can be used in the case of temporally correct
slicing. Let us denote ∀i, EObsWi = (Obs
W1 , . . . ,ObsWi). Let i < n, and
E∆Wi = EObsWi  Mod = (∆
W1 , . . . , ∆Wi). Then, E∆Wi+1 = EObsWi+1  Mod
can be computed as follows:
Result 4. E∆Wi+1 = (∆
W1 , . . . , ∆Wi , ∆Wi+1) with ∆Wi+1 = (ObsWi+1 ⊗
Mod#)[FWi∆ ] where F
Wi
∆ is the set of final states of ∆
Wi .
Let ObsWi , the automaton provided by the reconstruction operation on
EObsWi . ObsWi represents the observations emitted on the period [t0, ti].
Result 5. Let ∆Wi = Sli
−1(E∆Wi ). Then, ∆Wi = ObsWi ⊗Mod is the diagnosis
of the period [t0, ti].
The incremental computation of diagnosis from temporal windows seems
promising firstly because the diagnosis gives then the possible states of the sys-
tem at time ti w.r.t the (possibly uncertain) observations gathered at time ti.
Another good reason appears when turning into an on-line diagnosis context.
The observation automata chain has now to be built on-line, i.e without know-
ing by advance the whole set of observations gathered on the global diagnosis
window. This point will not be examined in this paper but it can be shown that
taking advantage of temporal information, it is easier, on-line, to build tem-
porally correct slicing than only correct slicing. Observations, which should be
considered as possible in the general case, can be discarded as not satisfying
the temporal constraints collected on the system behaviour (as delays between
observations emission and reception; communication channels politics. . . ).
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7 Conclusion
In this paper, we formalized the incremental computation of diagnosis for
discrete-event systems. We introduced and defined the concept of automata chain
that enables us to handle slices of observations and slices of diagnosis rather than
global observations and global diagnosis. We proved that the diagnosis can be
computed, by using automata chain, in a modular way and, more efficiently, in
an incremental way. We then presented how the results can be extended to the
case where observations are sliced according to temporal windows.
In the diagnostic literature the notion of incremental diagnosis is relatively
new. It can be explained by the fact that, in most cases, observations are sup-
posed to be totally ordered, received without delays, and without any loss. In
these cases, the problem of slicing the observations does not exist. In [2] however,
the authors examine the case where observations are uncertain and represented
by partially ordered graphs. In the case of decentralized systems, Pencolé et al.
[7] consider the incremental diagnosis computation applied to the on-line diag-
nosis for telecommunication networks. The property of safe window is defined
and algorithms are given in the case where the temporal windows satisfy this
property. Extensions to more complicated cases are proposed. Compared to this,
our proposal is more general and give a formal view of the problem which allows
to better situate the algorithmic approach proposed in [7]. In [8] an incremental
approach of diagnosis is considered from a model-checking point of view.
Our study exhibits the (non trivial) correctness properties that the obser-
vation slicing, in an automata chain, has to satisfy in order to guarantee the
completeness of the diagnosis computation. This first step is then essential be-
fore considering the incrementality of on-line diagnosis computation.
The next step will consider the building of the observations automata chain in
the context of off-line and then on-line diagnosis. The case of on-line diagnosis
is particularly interesting since the goal is to dynamically build an automata
chain without having all the observations. As seen at the end of section 6, this
task can take profit of temporal information known on the system, even if, for
complexity reasons, these temporal constraints are not encoded in the system
model. Another interesting point is to use the concept of automata chains for
the diagnosis of reconfigurable systems.
Annex
Proof (Property 1). Let A = (Q, E, T, I, F ) be an automaton and EA =
(A1, . . . , An) an automata chain with Ai = (Qi, Ei, T i, Ii, F i) so that EA is
a correct slicing of A. Let AR = (QR, ER, TR, IR, FR) be the reconstruction of
EA. We have to prove that the set of trajectories of A (which is the same as the
set of trajectories of EA) equals the set of trajectories of AR.
Let EA1,2 = (A1, A2). EA1,2 is an automata chain. Let A1,2 be the reconstruc-
tion of EA1,2 . Let us consider a transition (q, l, q′) of A1,2.
Remark 1:{q, q′} ⊆ Q1 or {q, q′} ⊆ Q2 (because (q, l, q′) ∈ T1,2 = T 1 ∪ T 2).
Consequently, if a state does not belong to Q2 (resp. Q1), it belongs to Q1 (resp.
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Q2) and its predecessor too. Moreover, if a path on A1,2 goes from a state from Q1
to a state from Q2, there exists at least one state on the path belonging to Q1∩Q2.
Remark 2: ∀j ∈ {1, 2}, {q, q′} ⊆ Qj ⇒ (q, l, q′) ∈ T j.
i) ∀traj = ((q0, . . . , qm), (l1, . . . , lm)), trajectory of EA1,2 , then traj is also a
trajectory of A1,2 since (by definition) any transition of A1 or A2 is a transition
of A1,2, q0 ∈ I1 and qm ∈ F 2.
ii) ∀traj = ((q0, . . . , qm), (l1, . . . , lm)), trajectory of A1,2. Let k be the smallest
value in {0, . . . , m} so that qk ∈ Q1 ∩ Q2 (k exists due to Remark 1).
∀i ≤ k, qi ∈ Q1, so traj1 = ((q0, . . . , qk), (l1, . . . , lk)) is a trajectory of A1 (cf.
Remark 2).
Let us now prove that ∀i > k, qi ∈ Q2. Let us suppose it exists j, the smallest
value so that j > k and qj /∈ Q2. qj ∈ Q1 and, due to Remark 1, qj−1 ∈ Q1 ∩Q2.
For the same reason as for k, ∃l the smallest value so that l > j and ql ∈ Q1∩Q2.
The path p = ((qj−1, . . . , ql), (lj , . . . , ll)) is a path of A1. But, since qj−1 and ql
are both belonging to Q1 ∩Q2, p is also a path of A2. It implies that qj is a state
of Q2, which is in contradiction with the existence of j. So, ∀i > k, qi ∈ Q2.
And traj2 = ((qk, . . . , qm), (lk+1, . . . , lm)) is a trajectory of A2. traj is built by
reconstruction of traj1 and traj2. It is then a trajectory of EA1,2 .
Since the trajectories of A1,2 and (A1, A2) are equal, EA and
(A1,2, A3, . . . , An) have the same trajectories. We define recursively ∀i > 2, A1,i
the reconstruction of (A1,i−1, Ai). Then, we prove recursively that EA has the
same trajectories as (A1,i, Ai+1, . . . , An) in particular (A1,n) = (AR). So, EA and
AR have the same trajectories. As EA is a correct slicing of A, A = AR.
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